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Are the gravitational waves quantised?
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Abstract: If the gravitational waves are classical objects then llie value of their correlation
function is 1. If they are quantised, then there exist two possibilities: the gravitational waves are
either completely coherent, then their correlation function is again 1, or they are only partially
coherent, then their correlation function is expected to deviate from I. Unfortunately such a
deviation is not a sufficient proof for the quantised character of the gravitational waves. If the
gravitational waves are quantised and generated by the change of the background metrics then
they can be in a squeezed state. In a sqeezed state there is a chance for the correlation between
the phase of the wave and the quantum fluctuations. The observation of such a. correlation
would be a genuine proof of the quantised character of the gravitational wave.

A great deal of efforts are devoted to the unification of the quantum theory and the theory
of general relativity. In addition to this formidable theoretical task, there is a similar experi-
mental problem: how to observe the presence of quantum effects in gravitational phenomena.
This is the question, what we want to investigate in this letter. It is an old belief that the
periodic distortion of the curvature can propagate in space-time as gravitational wave [1]. The
observations conducted by Hulsi; and Taylor [2] provided a rather convincing proof for this
belife. The periastron shift of the double neutron star PKS 1916+13 and also the slowing
down of their rotation are in excellent agreement with the calculations based on the iMnstem*
equations [3] proving that the double star is loosing its energy continuously by the emission of
gravitational waves. At the moment there are a number of laboratories on all over the world
where detectors are planed or built for the observation of gravitational waves. In addition to
Webcr-type resonators [4], large Michelson-interferometers, as the VIRGO in Europe and the
LJGO in USA are being built [5J. It is assumed that we shall have already at the beginning of
the next decade observational evidences for the existence of the gravitational waves.

It is also an old belife that the gravitational waves an: quantized. The quantised grav-
itational wave, the graviton, is a rnassless, transversely polarized particle carying energy of
Aw and spin 2 h. This belife is based only on analogies and not. on a well established theory
contrary to the gravitational waves, which were predicted theoretically 80 years ago [(')]. The
situation is even worst as far as the observational possibilities are concerned. The. frequency
of the gravitational waves in very low (107/z — \0kllz) since they are emitted by heavy stellar
objects, consequently the energy of the gravitons is also extremely luw. To obseve the quantised
character of a single graviton is completely hopeless, therefore we must focus our attention to
the many gravilon syBtems. The wavefunction of a many-boson system must be symmetric
against the exchange of two particles*. Therefore our task is to look for phenomena which are
sensitive to the symmetry of the many boson states.

At first we review such phenomena in the casr.' of pious ;i.m\ photons, l.h«n we analyse the
case of the gravitons.

It was discovered by Goldhabcr el al. [7] that identical pions emitted by hot, hadronic mat
ter, produced in energetic proton-nucleus collision exhibit an interesting correlation. Namely
the number of coincidences of sr+ — n* or n~ — n~ pairs are enhanred at small values of
q = |(kl — kj)\ where the momenta of the pions arc denoted by kj and kj . Such an en-
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hanceme'nt. docs not exist for distinguishable pions i.e. for IT* — T~ pairs. This observation
can be explained in an obvious way taking into account the bosonic nature of the pions. The
propagation of two identical pious is described by the following wavefunction:

This function is symmetric against the interchange of the coordinates of the two pions ri and
i*2- H we denote the probability density of the pion emission at the point rj by D(ri), then
the correlation function C(ki,kg) of-detecting one pion with kj and an other one with k2 in
coincidence can be given as follows:

C(k,,k2) = /|*kl,i,g(r,>ra)|2B(r1)/>(r,)rfr1<fra. (2)

As a result we obtain the following expression:

£ k 2 ) | * , (3)

where it is assumed that the probability density D{r) is normalised to unity. The Fourier-
transform of D is denoted by O:

D(ki - kj) = j 0(r)e l (kl-k2' rdr. (4)

As it is seen there is a possibility to read out from the correlation function some characteristic
features of the hot region, responsible for the emission of the pions. Nowadays this is a very
important method in the study of the relativistic heavy ion reactions [8].

It is important to emphasis that the value of this correlation function is 1 if the wave
function is not symmetrised. This means that to prove that the pions are quantised objects,
it would be enough to prove thai the correlation function of identical pions differs from 1. It
must be noted, that this statement is valid only for particles having finite rest mass, because
the particles with zero rest mass can not be described by noii-relativistic wav efunction.

There was a famous, similar discovery in the radioastronomy made by Hanbury Brown
and Twiss [9| in the middle of the fifties. The correlation function of radiowaves recorded
by two radiotelescopes exhibits an enhancement at small values of q = |(kj — kj)| where the
wave vectors of the radiowaves are denoted by ki and k2. The correlation function carry
information on the matter distribution of the source of the radiowaves. This idea was exploited
very successfully to measure the diameter of stellar sources.

The correlation functions of the electromagnetic radiation was studied by Glauber [10] in the
framework of the quantumelectrodynamics. In order to clarify the problems of the correlations
he used the notion of the coherent state \a^ > defined by

nk

K >= ezM-|«klV2)£;-^=fl"k >, (5)

where the wave vector and the polarization index are denoted by the compact index k, As it
is seen in the coherent states all possible photon number eigenstates |nj; > (n^ — 0,1,2,3,...)
are present and they have well defined amplitude and phase relations for a given, complex ajj.
The coherent state is the eigenstate of the photon absorption operator o^:

>=
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The coherent states \a^ > can be normalised and they form a complet set, i.e. the unit operator
/k for the mode k can be expressed as follows:

«k|<.3ak (7)

The density operator pk of the light beam has the form:

pk = |ok X ok | , (8)

if the light is completely coherent. The coherent state is the nearest to a classical wave, it can
be produced by an ideal laser, characterised by perfect amplitude and phase stability. Glauber
has proved that the correlation function C reduces to ) if the light is completely coherent. If
the light is a statistical mixture or a superposition of coherent states, then the density operator
can be expressed as follows

Pk ~ I ' (̂ k)l*^k ^ ^ ^kW ttk» (9)
J

where ^(aie) i s t ' l e probability of the coherent state \a^ >, normalised to unity:

: = 1. (10)

In such a case the correlation function is different from 1. The proof of this important theorem
is based upon the assumption that the boson fields must be quantised by commutator relations.
This assumption is equivalent with the validity of the Bose - Einstein statistics. If we belive
that these profound laws of the standard quantum theory remains valid also in the realm of
gravitation we are forced to accept the validity of Glauber's theorem, as well. This means
that the correlation function C of gravitons must be different from 1 except for a cotnpletly
coherent radiation. Unfortunately the reversed statement is not true. Namely if we observe an
enhancement at small values of q in the correlation function it does not prove the quantised
character of the electromagnetic radiation, since the Hunbury Brown and Twiss effect was
predicted in the framework of the classical optics.

In order to test the quantised behaviour of the gravitational waves a "genuine" quantum
effect is needed. In the following we will test the "squeezing" of the gravitational waves as a
possible signature of their quantised character. In the case of strong gravitation the metric ten-
sor g^{x) can be decomposed into a background term S%(x) a"d a quickly varying infinitesimal

Substituting into the Einstein-equation a linear wave equation can be deduced:

D^h^x) = 0, - (12)

which is valid in matter-free region of the space-time. Here the covaiiant derivate denoted
by D\ depends on the background metric tensor g^r(x). The solution h^x) must satisfy the
gauge fixing condition given by

\D,hx
x(X) = fl»fcj(«). (13)

For the sake of simplicity of the presentation we will assume that the space is homogeneous.
The wave equation and the gauge fixing condition are linear, consequently the field h^x) can
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be expanded at a given time t in terms of a complete, orthonormal set of functions
satisfying the equations given above:

(14)

wliere the wave vector and the polarization index are denoted by the compact index k.
In the canonical quantisation approach ak and a j must satisfy the commutation relations

given by
[«k,ok-] = 0, [aj,ot) = 0, (ak,a£() = *kk, (15)

The vacuum state at time I is denned by the help of the graviton annihilation operator aj, :

a k | 0 > = 0 . (16)

Acting repeatedly on the vacuum state by the graviton creation operator «J n-graviton states
can be generated and a Fock-space can be constructed. Later, at the, time ( + St the vacuum
state |0 > defined at t is not "empty" anymore, since the change of the background metric
9°AX) during the time St mixes the positive and negative frequency components, or in other
words mixes the creation and annihilation operators. The new annihilation operator fct can be
obtained by the following Valatin-Bogoljubov transformation:

6k = (akah + 0ka!k) (17)

The coefficients oj< and 0k are determined by the change of g^(x). It is seen that 0k is
the measure of the negative frequency component generated by the change of gjj,,(a) during the
time St. The expectation value of the number operator at the time i + it is given by

< 0|6jtk|0 >= |/?k|J (18)

It was noted by Crislichuk and Sidorov [11] that the particle production can be described
also in terms of squeezing in the following way.

The lime evolution of the graviton annihilation operator ak can be expressed as follows:

U^{St), (19)

where the time evolution opreator V), given as

Uk = RkSk. (20)

Here the "rotation" R^ and the "squeezing" Sk is denned by

and
Sk(zk) = e*p(zia+ko_k - i koj koi k) l , (22)

respectively, where zk is a complex parameter: «k = rke
It'*k.

It is easy to show that the parameters of the Valatin-Bogoljubov transformation can be
expressed in terms of the parameters of the time evolution operator Uk in the following form:

ofc * exp[i0k]co»h(rk),
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0k = t:xp[i(Ok - 20k)]m<A(rk), (24)

The number of gravitons created by the change of the background metrics can be expressed
in terms of the "squeezing" parameter:

|/Jk|
2 = «n/!2(rk), - ' (25)

This means that the gravitons generated by the dynamics of the background metrics arc in
a squeezed state. The most characteristic feature of the squeezed state is the correlation
between the quantum fluctuations and the phase of the wave: the quantum fluctuations may
be concentrated i.e. squeezed to some regions of the wave, shorter then the wavelenght. To
estimate the significance of this correlation is difficult, however the data to be provided by the
gravitational detectors can be analysed from the point of view of this correlation. Since the
squeezing is a genuine quantum effect this analysis must be done if we want to learn about the
quantised aspects of the gravitational waves.
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